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Misspelled Word(s) of the Day  - Day 1 

by Dr. Kelli Sandman-Hurley, Dyslexia Training Institute 

The purpose of Misspelled Word of the Day is not to try to make everyone a perfect speller, it is 
to point out what we learn from misspellings and then how to teach the student the misspelled 
word of the day. Important note:  the intention is not to teach students to spell every word in the 
English language, of which there are more than one million, the intention is to teach the student 
to think about words differently and learn to question spellings.  

So let’s start with two misspelled words of the day, because they share a structure. I heard from 
several people that their students were spelling <dose>  for <does> and <gose>  for <goes>. 

What does this misspelling teach us? The student who spells these words incorrectly does not 
understand the true meaning of a word family (versus a rhyming family) and that the 
pronunciation of a word will change, but the spelling will not.  

It will only take two words to demonstrate this concept. Ask the student to think about the words 
<does> and <goes> and then have them explain to you what they mean, this may be enough to 
get them to understand the spelling. (*Important Note:  It is fruitless to have a student try to spell 
a word that they do not have in their vocabulary.) Then, teach the student to look for the 
morphemes (smallest meaningful part of a word) in this case they are <do> , <go>,  and <es> for 
the words Once those morphemes are identified in <does> and <goes> something remarkable 
happens, they reveal themselves as regular after all, and presents the perfect opportunity to 
explain that the way we pronounce words changes over time, but the spelling does not. Now 
show them the word sums below and have them write the word sum and pronounce each letter 
before pronouncing the word. Have them read each word in succession so they can see (and feel) 
the pronunciation change while noticing that the spelling doesn’t change.  For an added bonus, 
you can now explain <gone> and <done> too.  

 

Homework: If you have a student that misspells these words, do this exercise with them and 
report back! 


